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I have long been discouraged by our current government's policies and practices. Just a few are:

access to information, electricity deregulation, the power transmission line approval process,

environmental policy, MLA compensation practices and numerous health-care policies and practices.

Regretfully, I have voted for the Conservatives in the past as there did not seem to be a viable

alternative. In so doing, I feel I have contributed to the democratic deficit.

In the past, I placed too much reliance on election promises and spent too little time assessing past

performance. The reality is that past performance is a better predictor of future performance than are

election promises.

Elections elicit promises to please, but do not show the real intentions of the Conservative party.

Otherwise the Alberta public would have been engaged in the discussion and prepared for the creation

of Alberta Health Services - the health-care super-board. Indeed, it was never mentioned in the last

campaign and was imposed by the government after the election with no dialogue whatsoever with the

electorate.

The big problem with our current government is its apparent belief that any policy it embraces is correct

even in the face of considerable criticism.

Rather than listen to what they are hearing and acknowledging these legitimate voices, the

Conservatives stick to their policy positions and treat all criticism as politically motivated.

The most successful organizations I have seen are those where the leaders know that they do not

have all the right answers and actively promote open dialogue and seek broad-based advice before

critically important decisions are made.

Organizations that do the opposite, like the Alberta government, end up with high costs, poor quality

service and a demoralized and disengaged staff. Does this sound familiar to critics of Alberta Health

Services and other government services?

Looking forward, I believe the candidates who deserve our support are those who demonstrate a

genuine commitment to seeking the views of the public on important issues between elections.

Do not believe all the rhetoric you hear during the campaign but push the candidates to discuss their

democratic renewal policies. Go to the parties' websites and read their democratic renewal policies.

Most importantly, reflect on the government's past performance. For the Conservatives at least, that is

the best predictor of what we will see from them in the future.

If you like it, vote for them. If not, there are other legitimate options.

Donald Schurman, past president, University of Alberta Hospital, Edmonton
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